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The present state of work and workers in U.S. society are examined ,
with special attention to evidence that provides clues about how work
may be designed in the 1980s and beyond . Two different routes that may
be taken in designing work in the years to come are suggested , and their
likely consequences are explored . The essay closes with a prediction
about the route that actually will be taken in designing and managing
work in the next decade.
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THE DE SIGN OF W ORK IN THE 1980s
J. Richard Hackma n
Yale University
Many observers are concerned these days about the quality of work
life in organizations , about organizational productivity, and about pos—
sible changes in the work ethic of people in contemporary Western society.
Indeed , there recently has been a clamor in the popular press that we are
in the midst of a major “work ethic crisis” that has its roots in work
th at i s desi gned more for robots than for mature , adu l t huma n b e i n gs
(e.g. , Gar ~son , 1972; Sheppard & Herrick , 1972; Work in M,erica, 1973).
Even the very idea of work has taken on negative connotations for some
commentators . Studs Terkel begins his book Working (1974), in which the
thoughts and feelings of workers from many occupations are reflected , as
f ollows:
“This book , being about work , is , by its very nature , about
violence——to the spirit as well as to the body.

It is about

ulcers as well as accidents , about shouting matches as well
as fistfights , about nervous breakdowns as well as kicking the
dog around . It is, above all (or beneath all) about daily
humiliations . To survive the day is triumph enough for the
walking wounded among the great many of us..

•

“

(p. xi)

Is There a Crisis?
Those who perceive that we are in the midst of a crisis in the world

of work tend to arg ue along the f oll ow ing lines . No less than a revolution in the way productive work is done has occurred in the U.S. in this
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century . Organizations have steadily increased the use of technology and

automation in attaining organizational objectives . Consistent with this
trend (and with the dictates of the “sc ien tif ic managemen t” approach to
wo r k design as espouc ed by F.W. Taylor (1911) at the turn of the cen tury) ,
work has become dramatically more specialized , simplified , s tandard ized

and routinized. Moreover, organizations themselves have become larger
in size and more bureaucratic in function. Partly as a consequence of
the increase in organizational size, managerial and statistical controls
are used more and more to direct and enforce the day—to—day activities of
organization members .
The efficiencies of advanced technology , th e economies of scale ,
and the benefits of increased managerial control have generated substantial

Increases in the produc tive eff ic iency of organ iza tions , and subs tan tial
economic benefits for both the owners of organizations and society as a
whole.

These economic benefits , in turn , have contributed to a general

increase in the affluence , education and persona l level of aspiration of
individuals in Merican society . As a result , people today wan t jobs

that allow them to use their education, that prov ide “intrinsic” work
satisfactions , and that meet their expectations that work should be

personally meaningful (Kante r , in press) .

No longer will people accep t

routine and monotonous work as their legitimate lot in life .
According to this line of thinking , we now have arrived at a point
where the way most organizations function is in direct conflict with the
talents and aspirations of the people who work in them. Such conflict
manifests itself in increased persona l alienation from work and in de—
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creased organizational effectiveness.

That which worked for Taylor early

in this century , it is argued , s imply canno t work now beca use the people
who

pop ula te organ iza tions , especially well—educated younger workers ,

will not put up with it.
Other observers have a contrary view (e.g., Fe in , 1972; Strauss ,

•

1974) . Reports of worker discontent and demands for fulfilling work activities, they sugges t, have been grea tly exa ggera ted in the p opular press
and in behavioral science journals.

The work ethic “crisis” may be more

manufactured than real , they say , and probably represents a serious misapprehension of the actual needs and aspirations of people at work .
Considerable evidence can be marshalled in support of this conten—
tion. Perhaps most widely—publicized is a project sponsored by the Ford
Foundation to test how satisfied U.S. automobile workers would be working

on h ighly “enriched” team assembly jobs in a Swedish automobile plant .
S ix De tro it au to workers were flown to Sweden and spen t a mon th working
as engine assemblers in a Saab plant. At the end of the month , f ive of
the six workers reported that they preferred the traditional U.S. assembly
line.

As one put it: “If I’ve go t to b us t my ass to be mean ingf ul , forge t

it; I’d rather be monotonous” (Goldmann , 1976 , p. 31). Arthur Weinberg,
a Cornell labor relations expert who accompanied the six workers to
Sweden summarized their negative reactions :
“...They felt it was a deprivation of their freedom and it

was a more burdensome task wh ich requ ired more effor t which
was more tedious and stressful . They preferred the freedom
the assemb ly line allowed them , the ability to think their
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own thoughts , to talk to

other workers , s ing or dance

o n t he assemb ly line , wh ich you can ’t do at Saab . There
is a freedom allowed on the assembly line no t possible in
more complex work . The simplified task allows a different
kind of freedom.

The American workers generally reacted

negatively to doing more than one task.

They were not

accus tomed to it and they d idn ’t like it.” (quoted by
—

Gainor , 1975)
Other studies support the results of this trans—Atlantic experi-

men t, and cas t doub t on the po p ular no tion tha t people who work on rou tine
and repetitive tasks invar iably exper ience psycholog ical and emo tional
distress as a consequence (Hulin & Blood , 1968; Siassi, Crocetti & Spiro ,
1974). Perhaps most supportive of the “no cr isis ” .view are the data
reported in a U.S. Department of Labor Monograph titled “Job Satisfaction :
Is There a Trend?” (Quinn , Staines & McCullough , 1974). Researchers
examined findings from national surveys of job satisfaction from 1958—

1973 and found no decline in job satisfac tion over the pas t two decades.
The present level of employee satisfaction is, as it has been , quite high :
better than 80% of the workf orce cons isten tly repor t be ing “satisfied”
with their jobs .

The findings do show that younger workers are more dissatisfied
with work thark older workers.

Yet younger workers also were more dis—

satisfied than their ol ~ er col leagues 25 years ago , just as they a r e at
presen t, cas ting do ub t on the hypo thesis tha t con temporary yo ung workers
are at the cutting edge of a trend t oward increasing job alienation and

F’--.

•

dissatisfaction.

:•• • T :

-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

A crisis in job satisfaction?

No.

Data such as those

summarized above suggest that the “crisis” may lie more in the minds of
jo urnal is ts and behav ioral sc ien tists than in the hear t s of people who
perform the work of contemporary organizations.
What To Conclude?

Both the ar gument for and the argumen t against a crisis in job
satisfaction can be persuasive, and bo th sides of the ques tion can be
argued forcefully and with ample supportive data . How can we come to
terms with this seeming conflict in the evidence as we attempt to generate
some predictions about how work will be designed and managed in the l980s?
My own resolution of the issue takes the form of two complementary conclusions. Each of the conclusions strikes me as valid and as consistent
with existing evidence about -~the state of work and workers in contemporary
society . Yet, as w ill be seen , the concl usions prov ide qu ite d ifferen t

bases for decisions about how to proceed with the design of work in the
decades to come .
Conclusion One: Many individuals are presently under—utilized and
under—challenged at work.

It seems to me an indisputable fact that numer-

ous jobs in the bowels of organizations have become increasingly simpli—
fled and routinized in the last several decades , even as m embers of the
U.S. workforce have become better educated and more ambitious in their

expectations about what life will hold for them .

The result is a poor

f it between large numbers of people and their work.

These people ,

who O ’Toole (1975) calls ”the reserve army of the under—employed ,” have
more to offer their employers than those employers seek, and they have

________________
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personal needs and aspirations that cannot be satisfied by the work they

do.
It also is indisputable that there are many people who do not seek

challenge and mean ing in the ir work , who ins tead asp ire to a sec ure job
and a level of income tha t per mits them to p urs ue personal in teres ts and
satisfactions off the job .

Do the under—utilized and under—challenged

workers comprise three—quarters of the workforce , or only a quarter?
We cannot say for sure.

What we can say——and what may be much more

important——is that for some unknown mill ions of people work is ne ither
a challenge nor a personally fulfilling part of life.

And the organi-

zations that employ these individuals are obtaining only a portion of the
contribution that these people could be making at work .
conclusion Two: People are much more adaptable than we often assume.
When they must do so , people show an en ormo us capac ity to adap t to the ir
environments.

Almost whatever happens to them, people survive and make

do: gradually go ing bl ind , w inn ing the lo ttery , los ing one ’s home to f ire
or flood , gaining a spouse and children——or losing them . The same is
true for work.

Some of us adjust to challenging, exciting jobs ; others

of us to a pretty routine and dull state of affairs.

But we adapt.

Not

to do so would open us to constant feelings of distress and dissatisfaction, noxious states that we are well—motivated to avoid.
This plasticity often goes unrecognized by those who argue loudly

on one or the o ther side of the “work e th ic ” debate. Part of the reason
is that it is very hard to see adaptation happening, excep t when the
environment changes dramatically and suddenly . When change is gradual,

~

7

as it is when a young person adjusts to his or her job , it can be almost
We tend , in our studies of work and workers , to catch people

invisible.

af ter they have adapted to their work situation , or before they have done
so , rather than right in the middle of it.

It is tough to figure out

wha t is happen in g (or wha t has ha ppened) to a p erson a t work if yo u lo ok
only once .

Prec isely beca use we ada pt to our work env ironmen t, it is dangerous
to take at face value self—reports of how “satisfied” people are w ith
their work.

Consider the case of Ralph Chattick , a 44—year old worker

in a metal fabrication shop on the outskirts of a large midwestern city.
Ralph (not his real name) has worked in the same department of his com-

pany since gradua ting fro m h igh school , and is be ing interviewed about
his job .

-

Are yo u sa tisf ied w ith your work?
Yes , I guess so.
Would you keep working if you won a million dollars in the lottery?
Sure.

(Why?)

don ’t you?

Well, you have to do someth ing to f ill the day ,

I don ’t know wha t I ’d do if I didn ’t work.

Do you work hard on your job?
I do my job . You can ask them if I work hard enough.
Is it important to you to do a good job?

L ike I sa id , I do my job .
But is it important to you personally?

Look , I earn wha t I ’m paid , okay ?

Some here don ’t , but I do.

They pay me to Cut me tal , and I cut it.

••

If they don ’t like

••

••

•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .

the way I do it , they can tell me and I’ll change.

But it ’s

their ball game , not mine.
Ralph is telling us that he is basically satisfied with his work.

Bu t how are we to in terpre t tha t?
tha t he Is a “satisfied worker?”

Take i t a t face val ue , and conclude
No , there are some signs in this inter-

view excerpt that all Is not well with Ralph.

Yet it also would be in-

appropriate to take a “yes ” such as that provided by Ralph and routinely
assume tha t he really isn ’t satisfied . Ralph is not lying to us. He is
satisfied , as he understands what we are asking.

The phenomenon of job sa tisfac tion becomes clearer , and the diagnostic task more difficult . when we put ourselves in Ralph ’s person and
consider the alternatives he has in responding.

In fact, things are not

awful, which is part of the reason for responding affirmatively . Moreover , Ralph has made numerous small choices over the years (such as de-

c id ing no t to change jobs or to qui t work and a ttend school) tha t have
increased his personal commitment to his job . To answer other than
affirmatively would raise for Ralph the spec tr e tha t perhaps these cho ic es

were poor ones , that in fact he has done a bad job in managing his career :
“If I’ m dissatisfied with this job , then what the hell have I been doing
here all these y ears?

Why haven ’t I done something about it?”

That is

an anxiety—arousing issue to fa ce and no t one tha t mos t of us would
readily choose to engage.

So the easiest response , and one tha t fa irly

re p resen ts Ralph ’s presen t feel ings abo ut h is work s itua tion , is to say
“Sure , I guess I ’m satisfied with my job .”

Beca use , l ike Ralph , mos t people do adap t to the ir work , resp onses

—_-- -— —
~
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to questions about job s a t i s f a c t i o n can be m i s l e a di n g , especially among
people who have considerable tenure in their jobs . For the same reason ,
s e l f — r e p o r t s of satisfaction do not provide a sturdy enough basis on
which to erect plans for organizational change—let alone national policy
about quality of work life issues .
Choices for the 1980s
The conclusions drawn above cast doubt on the usefulness of trying
to decide whether or not we are now in the midst of a work ethic “crisis.”
They also highlight two quite different routes that can be taken as choices
are made about how to design and manage work in the next decade and beyond .
(lne route , which derives from the conclusion that many people are underutilized by the work they do , leads to increases in the level of challen ge
that is built into jobs , and in the degree of self—control job—holders
have in managing their own work.

In effect , we would attempt to change

jobs to make them better fits for the people who do them .
The other route derives from the second conclusion; namely , that
people gradually adapt and adjust to almost any work situation , even one
that initially seems to greatly under—utilize their talents . This route
leads to greater control of work procedures and closer monitoring of work
outcomes by management to obtain increases in the productive efficiency
of the workforce.

Technological and motivational devices would be used

to attempt to change the behavior of people to fit the demands of well—
engineered jobs . The expectation is that in a carefully designed work
environment employees gradually will adjust to having little personal
control of their work , and that the efficiencies gained by using sophis—

•
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ticated managerial controls of work and workers will more than compensate
for any temporary d i s s a t i s f a c t i o n s the people experience.

Rou te One: Fi ttin g Jobs to Peo p le
The core idea of Route One is to build into the work increased

challenge and autonomy for the people who perform it. By designing jobs
so they create conditions under which employees can develop internal

mo tiva tion to do well , gains might be realized both in the productive
effectiveness of the organization and in the personal satisfaction and
well—being of the workforce.

Spec if ically , the aspiration would be to design work so that employees (a) experience rhe work as inherently meaningful, (b) feel per-

sonal respons ib ility for the outcomes of the work , and (
c rece ive , on
~

a reg ular bas is , tr us twor thy knowledge abo ut th e res ul ts of the ir work

activities . Research has suggested that when all three of these conditions are me t, mos t people exper ience in ternal mo tiva tion to do a good
job——that is, they get a positive internal “kick” when they do well , and
feel bad when they do poorly (Hackman & Oldham, 1976). Such feelings

prov ide an incen tiv e for try ing to perform well and , when performance
is excellen t, lead to feel ings of sa tisfac tion with the work and with
one ’s self.
How might jobs be designed to create these conditions?

In the

article cited above , Oldham and I have attempted to specify in detail
the attributes of jobs that provide a basis for internal work motivation;
here I will suffice with two examples of such jobs . Consider first the
assembly of a small electrical appliance , such as a toaster . Following

•

traditional dictates of engineering efficiency , such dev ices usually are

•

manufactured using some form of a production line : one individual attaches
the heating element to the chassis , another solders on the line cord , a
thir d attaches the mechanical apparatus for handling the bread to be

toas ted , ano ther inspec ts the assembled prod uc t, and so on.
An alternative design would be to make each employee , in effec t,

an aut onomous toaster manufacturer.

All necessary parts would be avail-

able at the employee ’s work s tation and the ind ividual would be sk illed
in all aspec ts of toas ter assemb ly , inspection and repair . The individ ual would perform the whole assembly task , wo uld ins pec t h is or her own
work , and then (when satisfied that the apparatus was in perfect working
order) would place a sticker on the bottom of the toaster.

The sticker

wo uld say some th ing along these lines : “This toaster was made by Andrew
Whittier , an employee at the San D iego plan t of General Toas ters , Inc.
I believe that it is in perfect condition and will give you years of

reliable service .

If , however , your toaster should malfunction in any

way , please call me at my toll— free number , (800) 555—1217.

We will see

if we can clea r up you r problem over the telephone , and if no t, I w
ill
authorize you to send the toaster to me and I will either repair it or

send yo u a replacemen t, under the terms of the limited warranty that I
packed in the box with the toaster.”

Wha t would such a des ign ach ieve?

Meaningful work?

Yes , I’m

making a useful household appliance all on my own. Personal responsi—

b ili ty for the work ou tcomes?

Yes , I am personally accoun table for the

performance of any toas ter I release for sh ipp ing; there is n o one to

•

I

~
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blame but myself if I ship a bad product.

for two reasons .

Knowledge of results?

Yes ,

First , I do my own inspection and testing before ship-

p ing, which means I can self—correc t any assembly problems . And I ob—
t am

as well direct and personal feedback from customers about any prob—

lems they have w ith my work (no t to m en tion the sl igh t embarassmen t of
having it announced on the shop loudspeaker that “Andy , you have another
call on the 800 line... !”).
Surely such a design would lead to quite high internal motivation
to p erform effec tively , and , for able emp loyees who val ue the in ternal
rewards that can be obtained from doing a demanding job well , high satisfaction with the work . The quality of work done also should improve.

However , there might be some decrease in the quantity of the work done
by a g iven worker on a g iven day , as comp ared to the m ore techn ically
efficient production line design .
The hypothetical design for toaster manufacturing described above

has much in co

on w ith many “job enrichment” experiments carried out in

numerous organizations in the last decade (see, for example , rev iews by

Glaser , 1975 and Herzberg , 1976). Although the ch anges made in such
projects inevitably involve alterations of many aspects of the work or-

gan iza tion , not just the task itself , the focus clearly is on the work
tha t is done by individual employees .

A d ifferen t approach , b ut one tha t has many ob jec tives in common
with individual job enrichment, is to design work to be done by a more—
or—less autonomous group of employees.

Use of the work group as a de—

sign device requires that attention be given simultaneously to the tech—

- -
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nical and the social aspects of the work system , which o f t e n is advanta—
geous . Indeed , the group may be the only feasible design alternative for

creating a whole and meaningful piece of work in som e cases , such as the
assemb ly of automobile transmissions where coordinated activity among
several ind iv id uals is essen tial because of the weigh t of the ma ter ial s
and the complexity of the assembly .
Probably the best—known application of group work design in a~ U.S.

organization is the Topeka petfood plant of General Foods , where an entire new manufactur ing organ iza tion was des igned around the concep t of
the semi—autonomous work group . Each work team at Topeka (consisting of
seven to fourteen members) was given responsibility for a significant
organizational task.

In addition to actually carrying out the work re-

quired to complete the task, team members p erformed many ac tiv ities tha t
traditionally had been reserved for management——such as coping with manu-

fac turing problems , distributing individual tasks among team members ,
screening and selecting new team members , par ticipa ting in organiza tional
decision—making, and so on. Moreover, employees in each team were encouraged to broaden their skills on a continuous basis so that they and
•

their teams would become able to handle even more responsibility for
carrying out the work of the organization.
•

Early reports from Topeka

indicated that the innovative project has generated numerous beneficial

ou tcome s , both for the organization and for the people who do the work
(Wal ton , 1972; l975a).
While autonomous work teams and job enrichment interventions have

been carried ou t successf ully in many organ iza tions , we still have much

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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to learn about how most effectively to design , ins tall and d iff u se such
innovations .

If that learning proceeds at a rapid rate in the next few

years , then the sha p e of work in the nex t decade could turn ou t to be
quite d i f f erent from what it is today . Assuming that we follow Route
One , and do so

compe ten t ly and successfully , here are som e specula tions

about the design and management of work in the mid—l980s .
1. Responsibility for work will be clearly pegged at the organizational level where the work is done . No longer will employees experience themselves as people who merely execute activities that “belong” to
someone else (such as a line manager). Instead , they will feel , legiti-

ma tely , that they are both responsible and accountable for the outcomes
of their own work. Moreover , the resources and the information needed to
carry out the work (including feedback abou t how well th e work is ge tting

done) w ill be prov ided d irec tly to emp loyees , without being filtered
first through line and staff managers . As - a result , we will see an increase in the personal motivation of employees to perform well and a
•

concomitant increase in the quality of the work that is done.
2. Questions of employee motivation and satisfaction will be considered explicitly when new technologies and work practices are invented

and eng ineered , as is presen tly the case for the employee ’s in tellec tual
and motor capabilities . No longer will equipment and work systems be
designed solely to optimize technological or engineering efficiency, with
motivational problems left in the laps of managers and personnel consultants after work systems are put in place.

Moreover , there will be no

s ingle “righ t answer ” about how best to design work and work systems .
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Sometimes tasks will be arranged to be performed by individuals working
mo r e—or— 1es ~ alone ; other times th ey w ill be d es igned to be p erf ormed
by interacting teams of employees . Choices among such design options
will take into account the character of the work itself (e.g.

any tech-

nological impera tives tha t may ex is t) , the nature of the organization
in which the work will be done , and th e needs , goals and talents of the
people who will do the work.

In many cases work will be “individualized”

to improve the f i t between the characteristics of an employee and the

tasks that he or she performs .

Standard managerial practices that apply

equally well to all individuals in a work unit will no longer be appro-

priate .

Ins tead , managers will have to become as adept at adjusting

jobs to people as they now are at adjusting people to fit the demands
and requirements of fixed jobs .
3. Organizations will be leaner , with fewer hierarchical levels
and fewer managerial and staff personnel whose jobs are primarily docu-

men tation , supervision and inspection of work done by others . This will
require a new way of managing p eople at wo r k , an d w i l l give rise to new
kinds of managerial problems . For example, to the extent that signif i—

cant motivational ga ins are real ized by enr iched work in individualized
organizations , managers w
ill no longer have the problem of “how to get

these lazy incompetents to put in a decent day ’s work. ”

Instead , the

mo r e pressing problem may be what to do next to keep people challenged
and interested in their work.

For as people become accustomed to per—

sonal growth and learning at their work , what was once a challenge eventually becomes routine——and ever more challenge may be required to keep
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frustration and boredom from setting in.

How to manage an organization

so that growth opportunities are continuously available may become a

difficult managerial challenge——especially if , as p r edict ed , there is
shrinkage in the number of managerial slots into which employees can be

promoted.
4. Finally , if the previous predictions ar e co rr ect , there eventually will be a good deal of pressure on the broader political and eco—

nomic system to f ind ways to use effec tively human reso urces tha t no
longer are needed to populate the bowels of work organizations . Imagine
that organizations eventually do become leaner and more effective and ,

at the same time , the r ate of growth of soc iety as a whole is red uced to
near—zero . Under such circumstances , there will be large numbers of

people who are “free” for meaningful employment outside traditional private and public work organizations . To expand welfare services and com-

pensate such individuals for not working (or for working only a small
portion of the time they have available for productive activities) would
be inconsistent with the overall thrust of Route One. But what, then ,
is to be done with such individuals?

Can we imagine groups of public

ph ilosophers , ar tis ts and poe ts , compensated by society for contributing
to the creation of an enriched intellectual and aesthetic environment for

•

the populace? An interesting possibility, surely, but one that would require radical re— thinking of public decision—making about the goals of
society and the way shared resources are to be allocated toward the
achievement of those goals.
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Route Two: Fitting People to Jobs

If we take Ro ut e Tw o , the idea is to design and engineer work for
maximum econom ic and technolog ical eff iciency , and then do whatever must
be done to help people adap t and ad jus t in personally accep table ways
to their work experiences. No great flight of imagination is required
to guess what work will be like in the l980s if we follow Route Two, as
the sprouts of this approach are visible at present. Work is designed
and managed in a way that clearly subordinates the needs and goals of
people to the demands and requirements of fixed jobs. External controls
are employed to ensure that individuals do in fact behave appropriately
on the job. These include close and directive supervision, financial
incentives for correct performance, tasks that are engineered to minimize the possibility of human mistakes, and information and control system s tha t allow management to mon itor the performance of the work sys tem

as closely and continuously as possible. And , throughout, productivity
and efficiency tend to dominate quality and service as the prima ry criteria for assessing organizational performance.
If we con tinue down Rou te Two , what might we predict about the
design and management of work in the 1980s?

Here are my guesses .

1. Technological and engineering considerations will dominate

decision—making about how jobs are designed . Technology is becoming
increasingly central to many work activities , and that trend will accel—
erate. Also, major advances will be achieved in techniques for engineering work systems to make them ever more efficient . Together , these
developments will greatly boost the productivity of individual workers
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and , in many cases , res ult in tasks tha t are nearly “people proof”
( that is , work that is arranged to v i r t u a l l y eliminate the possibility

of error d ue to faul ty judgmen t, lapses of a tt en tion , or mis—directed
motivation). Large numbers of relatively mindless tasks, including many
kinds of inspection operations, will be automated out of existence. The
change from person to machine not only will further increase efficiency,
bu t also will elimina te many problems that arise from human frailties,
as suggested by Oliver (1977, p. 183) in an essay on the future of automated instrumentation and control:
“Automatic test systems do no t fud ge the da ta or make
m istakes in record ing it or get tired or omit tests or
do any of the dozens of troublesome things human beings
are apt to do. Whatever tests the program specifies will
be made regardless of the time of day or the day of the
week; no front office pressure to ship goods by a certain
date can compromise the computer’s inspection.”
Simultaneous with these technological advances will be a further
increase ~n the capability of industrial psychologists to analyze and

specify in advance the knowledge and skills required for a person to

perform satisfactorily almost any task that can be designed . Sophisticated employee assessment and placement procedures will be used to select

people and assign them to tasks, and only rarely will an individual be
placed on a job for which he or she is not fully qualified.
The result of all of these developments will be a quantum improve—
ment in the efficiency of most work systems, especially those that pro—
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cess physical materials or paper.

And while employees will receive more

pay for less work than they presently do , they also will experience substantially less discretion and challenge in their work activities.

2. Work performance and organizational productivity will be closely
monitored and controlled by managers using highly sophisticated infor—
mation systems. Integrated circuit microprocessors will provide the
hardware needed to gather and summarize performance data for work processes that presently defy cost—efficient measurement. Software will be
developed to provide managers with data about work performance and costs
that are far more reliable, more valid , and more current than is possible
with existing information systems. Managers increasingly will come to
depend on these data for decision—making, and will use them to control
production processes vigorously and continuously .
Because managerial control of work will increase substantially,
responsibility for work outcomes will lie squarely in the laps of managers, and the gap between those who do the work and those who control it
will grow. There will be accelerated movement toward a two—class society
of people who work in organizations, with the challenge and instrinsic
in teres t of manager ial and profess ional jobs increas ing ev en as the work
of rank—and—file employees becomes more controlled and less involving .

3. Desired on—the—job behavior will be elicited and maintained by
extensive and sophisticated use of extrinsic rewards. Since (if my
first prediction is correct) work in the 1980s will be engineered for
clarity and simplicity, there w ill be litt le ques tion abou t wha t ea ch
employee should (and should not) do on the job . Moreover , (if my second

r
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pred iction is correct) management will have data readily at hand to monitor the results of the employee ’s work on a more—or—less continuous
basis. All that is required , then , are dev ices to ens ure tha t the p erso n
actually does what he or she is supposed to do.

Because many jobs will

be rou tin ized , standard ized , and closely con trolled by managemen t, it is
doubtful that employee motivation to perform appropriately can be created

and maintained using intrinsic rewards (i.e., people working hard and
effectively because they enjoy the tasks, or because they obtain internal
reinforcement from doing them well). So it will be necessary for management to use extrinsic rewards (such as pay or supervisory praise) to
motivate employees by providing such rewards contingent on behavior that
is in accord with the wishes of management .

In recent years the fine old principle of contingent rewards has
been dressed up in the rather elaborate and sophisticated clothes of
“behavior modificatic i” as espoused by B. ?. Skinner (see , for example,
Lu thans and Kreitner , 1975) . Research evidence shows that in many circumstances, contingent rewards do powerfully shape individual behavior.
If we follow Route Two, I predict that behavior modification programs
will be among the standard motivational techniques used in work organizations in the l980s.
4. Most organizations will sponsor programs to aid employees in
adapting to life at work, including sophisticated procedures for helping

emp loyees and their families deal with alcohol and drug abuse problems .
Such programs will become much more widely offered (and needed) than
they are at present, I believe, because of unintended spin—of fs of the
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movement toward the rainbo~i of productive efficiencies promised at the
end of Route Two .
Consider , f o r example , a person working in an organization this

year, in the mid—l970s, whose work is undemanding, repetitive and routine .
It might be someone who matches checks and invoices, and then clips them
together to be processed by another employee. Im ag ine tha t we asked tha t
individual the following question: “Wha t happens to you , what outcomes do
you receive, when you try to work especially hard and effectively on your
job?”

The answers are likely to be far from inspiring. Probably they

will have more to do with headaches and feelings of robothood than with
any sense of meaningful personal accomplishment from high on—the—job
effort.

Clearly , such perceived outcomes reveal a lack of any positive ,

internal motivation to work hard and effectively.
Now let us transport that employee via time machine to the mid—

1980s , and place him on a very similar job under full—fledged Route Two
conditions .

The work is jus t as routine and - undemanding as it was before.

But now there is greater management control over hour—by—hour operations ,
and valued external rewards are available——but only when the employee
behaves in close accord with explicit management specifications . How

w ill our hy po the tical employee reac t to tha t s ta te of af f a irs?
At first, he is likely to feel even more like a small cog in a
large wheel than he did before . Whereas prior to the introduction of
the

new management con trols he could ge t away w ith som e personal games

or fan tas ies on the job , that is now much harder to do. Moreover , the
problem is exacerbated , not relieved , by the addition of the performance—

- •

••~~~~

contingent r ewards.

The negative intrinsic outcomes that were cont in—

gent on the hard work in the l970s are still felt——but they have been
supplemented (not replaced) by a set of new and positive extrinsic outcomes . So the employee is faced with contingencies that specify “The
harder I work , th e more nega tive I feel abo ut myself a nd wh at I ’m do ing,
the more likely I am to get tired and headachy on the job , and the more
likely I am to get praise from my supervisor and significant financial
bonuses.”
That state of affairs is precisely what we might devise if we wished
deliberately to drive someone insane——that is , arrang ing the work and its

rewards such that strong positive and strong negative outcomes are simultaneously con tin gen t on the sam e behav ior ( in th is case , working hard).

Some of the p roble m s of dr ug usa ge , alcohol ism and ind ustr ial sabo tage
that presently are observed in work organizations appear to derive from
this kind of no—win state of affairs. And if we move vigorously down
Route Two, we can predict with some confidence that signs of employee
“craziness” will increase.
Only a small proportion of the workforce will exhibit severely

malada ptive behav iors , h owev er , even under full—fledged Route Two conditions.

As suggested earlier , p eople hav e a go od deal of res ilience and

usually can adjust and adapt to almost any work situation if g iven enough
time and latitude to do so. So although we can predict that numerous
individuals will feel tension and stress in adjusting to work in the
1980s, and that their aspirations for personal growth and development
at work may be significantly dampened , major overt problems will be observed infrequently.
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Yet because ~~~ “crazy ” employee behavior is an anethma to management (and clearly dysfunctional for organizational effectiveness), managers will attemp t to head off such behaviors before they occur . When
they do occur , management will deal with them as promptly and as help-

f ull y as possible.

So we should see in the l980s a substantial elabor—

ation of organizational programs to help people adapt in healthy ways to
their work situations , and to minimize the personal and organizational
costs of inaladaptive responses to the work.

All will applaud such pro-

grams , because they will benefit both individual human beings and their
employing organizations .

Few will understand that the need for such

programs came about , in large part , as a result bf designing work and
managing organizations according to the technological and motivational
“efficiencies” of Route Two.
At the Fork in the Road
Which will it be in the l980s——Route One, or Route Two?

There

will be no occasion for making an explicit choice between the two . In-

stead , the cho ice w ill b e enac ted as seeming ly insignificant decisions
are made about inmiediate questions such as how to design the next generation of a certain technology , how to motivate employees and increase
their conunitment to their present jobs , or how best to use the sophisticated information technologies that are becoming available .
My v iew , based on the cho ices tha t even n ow are be ing made , is
that we are moving with some vigor down Route Two. That direction , moreover , is unlikely to change in the years to come , for at least two reasons .
First , we know how to operate according to Route Two rules , and
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we ’re f umbling at best when we t r y to design a work unit in accord with
Route One (Hackman , 1975). Present theory about how to desi gn enr iched
jobs and autonomous work groups is still primitive , and is de p ress ingly

uninformative about how the properties of people, jobs and organizationri
units interact in determining the consequences of a given innovative de—
sign for work. Moreover, we are only just beginning to develop procedures for assessing the economic costs and benefits of innovative work
designs (Nacy & Mirvis, 1976), and for reconciling the dual criteria of
efficiency and quality of work life in designing work systems (Lupton,
1975).
While it is not surprising given the paucity of theory and research
on work redesign , it also is significant that there exists no trained ,
competent cadre of managers and behavioral scientists primed to create

inno’;ative work systems in contemporary organizations . We do have a
substantial and growing set of case studies describing successful work
redesign projects, but little systematic knowledge about how to proceed
with such work redesign activities has emerged from these studies. Moreover, there are very few instances in which even a highly successful
program has been successfuly diffused throughout the larger organization
in which it was developed——let alone from organization to organization
(Wal ton , 1975). Even the much—touted Topeka experiment has not had much
of an impact on- the broader General Foods organization , and is now be ing
viewed with a good deal of skepticism by some commentators (see, for
example, “Stonewalling Plant Democracy,” Business Week , 28 March 1977,
pp. 78—82).
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Secondly , even if we did know how to design and manage work according

to Route One d ic ta t es , my guess is that we would decide not to do so.
There are many reasons . For one, Route One is heavily dependent on be-

havioral science knowled ge and techniques, whereas Route Two depends
more on “hard” engineering technology and traditional economic models of
organizational efficiency . If behavioral science has ever won out over
an amalgam of engineering and economics, the case has not come to my
attention. Moreover, Route One solutions, if they are to prosper , require major changes in how organizations themselves are designed and
managed; Route Two solutions, on the o ther hand , fit nicely with tradi—
tiona]. hierarchical organizational models and managerial practices.

Again , it seems not to be much of a contest.
But perhaps mos t telling is the fac t, that Route Two is much more

cons isten t w ith the behav ioral styles and val ues of bo th employees and
managers in contemporary organizations . Experienced employees know how
to adapt and survive on relatively routine , unchaflenging jobs . Would
such individuals, most of whom are comfor table and secure in their work
lives, leap at the chance for a wholly different kind of work experience
in an organization designed in accord with the principles of Route One?
Som e wo uld , to be sure , especially among the younger and more adventurous
members of the workforce; but I suspect that many would not. Learning
how to function within a Route One organization would , for many, be a
long and not terribly pleasant process, and it is unclear how many would
be willing to tolerate the upset and the anxiety of the change process
long enough to gain a sense of what work in a Route One organization
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might have to offer .

Ma nag ers , too , have good reasons to be skeptical about Route One
and its implications . The whole idea flies in the face of beliefs and

values about people and organizations tha t have become very well—learned
and well—accepted by managers of traditional organizations. For example:
that organizations are supposed to be r un from the top down , not from
the bottom up. That many employees have neither the competence nor the
‘

commitment to take real responsibility for carrying out the work of the
organization on their own. That organizational effectiveness should be
measured primarily, if no t exclusively, in terms of the economic eff i—
ciency of the enterprise. That more management control of employee behavior is better manageme~’.t.

Am I being too pessimistic? Perhaps. There are documented instances

F

where employees and managers alike have responded with enthusiasm to work
redesign projects that had many of the trappings of the Route One approach.
Yet it is troublesome to note that very few of these experiments have
persisted and diffused widely throughout the organizations where they
took place. Why?

The optimistic reason is that we do not yet have suff i—

cient knowledge and skill about maintaining and dIffusing innovations in
organizations——but, with additional research , we soon will learn how to
create conditions necessary for Route One innovations to catch on and
spread . The pessimistic reason is that, without being fully aware of
the fact, we have already progressed so far down Route Two that it may
be nearly impossible to turn back.
As should be apparent from my remarks, I’m very favorably disposed
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to the ideas and the aspirations of Route One . But as may also be appar—
ent , I suspect that my pessimistic explanation may have validity, that

it may be too late to change directions, and that my description of
Route Two may turn out to be a good characterization of what work will
be like in the l980s and beyond .
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